Petronella, Scots-Irish version

A 32 bar reel, longways progressive, duple minor, proper.
Reset from a Scots' dance to an Irish dance by Terry O'Neal.

(16) **Petronella.** (Make a diamond).

(2) 1s, turning around to their Right while doing 3s, go to the middle line of the set, man facing up, lady facing down. (1s are facing each other.) Meanwhile, the 2s dance 7s just a little way up the sides almost to the 1st couples' home place. We now have a diamond of 4, all facing in.

(2) All set (3s).

(12) All turn Right around to the next place to the Right in the diamond and Set. Do this 3 more times. However, 2s go home on the last 2 bars of the 2nd phrase by turning around to the Right toward their home place.

(8) **1s Down the Middle and Back.**
Face your partner and dance 7s twice down the middle and twice back to place (no setting).
2s don't move; they mark the set.

(8) All **1/2 Around the House** to progress.

**Caller's Notes for Petronella:**

(16) **Petronella.**

(8) **1s Down the Middle & Back.**

(8) **Around the House.**